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1
Virgo the Virgin. 23rd August – 22nd September
Virgo is an Earth sign and the sixth of the twelve signs of
the Zodiac, concerned with self-perfection, criticism, honesty,
responsibility, routine, reliability, efficiency, strength of
character, logicalness, hard work, passivity, and modesty.
Saturday 21st July
Horoscope - Virgo
Duties involving home or family matters may be
restrictive. But they’re giving you a chance to learn
more about your background and the influences that
have contributed to you becoming the person you are.
The efforts you’re making can be regarded as an
investment in your growing self-awareness.
Hi I’m Hayley, Hayley Harrison. I am twenty-five years old
and live in Clapham, London. I am married, yet separated and
currently sitting in the living room of my Clapham flat logging
on to www.quickie-divorce.com. Yes, it is a real website!
To do:
1) File for divorce
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2) Advertise for flatmates
3) Lose 7lbs
4) Eat more fruit
Well, having just completed number one from my list of
things to do, I feel I should fill you in, on why I am filing for
divorce.
After three years of marriage, I woke up one day and
realized that I had turned into a boring, unhappy, nagging witch.
Upon further inspection of the state of my life while at work later
that day, I realized I felt this way because of my husband. Thus,
solution to witch problem involved ditching the husband.
My friends found my answer quite hard to swallow, but I
reasoned with myself that if your car gets old, you buy a new
one; if your tights get holes in the toe, you throw them away. So
I don’t see where the problem is with divorcing your husband if
you are no longer happy.
Joshua and I have now been separated for three months and
although I am in no real rush to divorce him, he is so damn keen
to get rid of me, “The Bitch who broke my heart,” that he is
allowing me to divorce him for “Unreasonable Behavior.” Hence
www.quickie-divorce.com. I felt frustrated as I searched the web
page. Why can’t there just be a simple reason for filing for
divorce, like “we no longer get along” or “we grew apart?” Why
do you have to wait two whole years to divorce one another, or
alternatively, as we are doing, divorce for a rather unpleasant
reason—which isn’t strictly true.
Anyway, I have clicked on “submit” and I do believe that in
the space of twenty-four hours the papers will be whizzing
through my letterbox, ready for me to trot them down to the local
county court. How lovely!
Perhaps I should take you back just a little and fill you in…
I married young. Twenty-two young in fact— a church
wedding, white dress, bridesmaids—the whole shebang. Looking
back at the wedding photos, you can see the sheer ecstasy on my
face mixed with the doubt and apprehension, which grew in
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time; it grew with me and I changed, he changed, and we grew
apart. So much happens to a person in their twenties and for us, it
just created a wedge.
Joshua loves his career. He went away on business a lot, and
would waltz back home dropping a suitcase here a laptop there,
shoes, cigarettes and coat all over the floor, lounge, and sofa.
Then he wouldn’t even have the courtesy to move them for
several days. I cooked, cleaned and washed; paid the bills,
booked the holidays, paid the holidays; MOT’d the cars and
washed the cars; sent birthday cards to his Mom, his Gran and
his Brother. In short I did the lot. No, no—how selfish of me—
he did do the ironing… but I put the sodding board and iron
away when he had finished!
He works in the City as an investment banker, travelling to
Switzerland and Brussels at least once a week and I work in the
West End in media, designing billboard, magazine adverts and
TV ads. I work flexi-time; he works all the time. I want to see
friends and socialize together; he wants to dine clients and sleep
together.
At first our differences were the attraction, but they quickly
became the repulsion. Isn’t that often the case?
Living with that man, turned me from a fun loving, easygoing, laid-back chick, into a whiney old bag that had no fun,
never laughed, or did anything for myself. Why? Well because
whenever he went away I always made sure I was home to see
him when he returned, have dinner on the table, etc. But planes
were delayed, meetings would be re-scheduled and quite
regularly an arrival time of five o’clock in the evening turned
into eleven o’clock at night, so a night of passion and laughter
with my husband turned in to a night of takeaway for one and
E4; passion becoming hugs with my teddy bear.
When I look back, I realize that I should have made plans
and just gone out anyway. But his job was so much more
demanding than mine that I would bend my life (my entire life)
around his, foregoing the theater, drinks with friends, and
weekends away, so as to grasp any little time with him that I
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could—only to be trampled on with re-scheduled meetings,
drinks with clients and society golf days. Hey I am all for give
and take and individuality in relationships, but there’s
individuality and then there’s never seeing the person you
married. After a while I resented him, and during the little time
we did spend together I would find fault in practically every
move he made.
I never received flowers; I had to book my own Valentine’s
dinner, and to top it all, when presenting myself in sexy lingerie
one time, I was left for three hours whilst he finished a
presentation on his laptop. “Aghhhhhhhhhhhhh!” Luckily, we
only rented a flat and still had separate cars, bank accounts and
the like. There were no children and no frozen sperm or eggs
anywhere to fight over at a later date. So generally, the split has
been pretty painless. He, of course, earns a load more than me
and so is paying for the divorce, although I am divorcing him.
The “Unreasonable” reasons as stated on the divorce papers
are:
1)
Thoughtless and selfish in regard to household
chores, shopping, tidying. I was treated like the
hired help. May 03–Apr 06
2)
Expected me to wait in for him even when he
wasn’t in the country. May 03–Apr 06
3)
Didn’t satisfy my sexual appetite. May 03–Apr 06
(I think he may be angry with that one?)
4)
Wouldn’t let me watch E4. May 03–Apr 06
5)
Made me entertain his parents every month. May
03–Apr 06
6)
Never offered any emotional support. Very selfcentered individual. May 03–Apr 06
They do sound stupid reading them back, but to me they’re
not; they are the very reasons why I am in Clapham alone.
When I think about what I had, what I lost and what I have
now, it is so sad. Before we married, I used to have a fiery social
life, never in, always busy with friends. After just a mere six
months with my husband, I was reduced to only a few friends. I
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only have myself to blame of course—I mean what do you
expect when you practically give up your old life for a brand new
one in the space of one week?
The friends I managed to hold on to were Saskia (due to the
fact she works at the gym, which is something no man, beast or
elephant would make me give up) and Belinda, otherwise known
as “Belle,” my work colleague and very good friend. (Once again
this is due only to the fact I work with her and see her every
day.) Sadly, all my other friends slowly gave up trying to see me.
I did consider contacting a few of them since the split, but
decided against it. You never quite know what reception you will
get and I also thought two new flatmates would open some doors
for me.
So to have flatmates you obviously need a flat, which
incidentally, I do have. After the initial split I quickly moved out
and rented a three-bedroom flat in Clapham, which I need to fill
with two flatmates. All my old friends—even if they remember
who I am—are already attached, married, or flat matted up. So…
read below. This is my advert as it appeared in the local paper,
etc.
Wanted: 2 Female, professional, non-smokers for
flat share in Clapham South. Large room, £400pcm
including bills and C tax. Pls call 07832 128 767
It went in yesterday and so far I have had eleven phone
calls:
Call 1: Stacey, drama queen, tried to negotiate
rent.
Call 2: Ian, otherwise known as Harmony.
Call 3: Izobel, sounded promising—is viewing
tonight.
Call 4: Sandra, wanted to know if the phone bill
was included as her boyfriend lives in
Israel.
Call 5: Ian again.
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Call 6: Amanda, works in fashion—is viewing
tomorrow.
Call 7: Ian again.
Call 8: Ian pretending to be Gloria.
Call 9: Jo, lesbian, national front follower.
Call 10: Trea, animal rights campaigner who
wanted to know if rent was an issue
Call 11: Charlotte, page three model—is viewing
tomorrow also.
Today being Saturday I have visited the gym already and am
off for a sunbed session, to be followed by an appointment for
my nails to be acryliced up with Saskia whom I am very grateful
I never lost as a friend. Then I shall be ready to meet my
potential flatmates. Very exciting!
Half past five in the evening comes and goes and I am
sitting on the couch starring precariously at the fridge in which I
see, with my x-ray vision, the maltesers, waiting for me in a box
on the second shelf. Glancing at my watch and checking the
post-it note by the phone, I confirm that half past five was the
arranged time for Izobel’s visit—potential flatmate number one.
Quarter to six and I have now twice walked over to the
fridge, but managed to not open the door and thus far the
maltesers are still safe. However, if Izobel doesn’t arrive soon,
my Saturday night chocolate fest will begin and if she does
eventually turn up, she will see me with a mouth covered in
chocolate like the cookie monster and run for her life, in fear of
what I would devour out of her fridge section if she chose to
move in.
“God damn it,” I scream to myself, “I’m an adult… with
self-control; I’ll just eat the sodding chocolate and be done with
it!” As I reach the fridge after sprinting from the oversized beige
cord sofa, lo and behold the doorbell rings. I freeze hand on the
fridge handle, shaking my head from side to side. What should I
do, answer the door and potentially meet the perfect flat mate…
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or ignore the bell eat the chocolate and if she rings, say sorry as
she was late I went out?
Oh decisions, decisions. Ummmmmmm! The bell rings
again, my pulse rate doubles and a little sweat beads on my
upper lip. Should I eat the chocolate or answer the door? I
quickly start to evaluate my financial situation and determine
that I MUST open the door. Letting my fingers slip from the
fridge handle I trot to the buzz system.
“Hello… hello… Izobel, is that you?” Nothing, oh crap I
missed her. Hold that thought. And before you know it I am
sitting back on the couch with maltesers in hand, mouth and
stomach.
******
Sunday morning, sees me frantically hoovering the flat in
anticipation of Charlotte and Amanda, flat mate potentials two
and three, or should that be one and two as I never actually
managed to meet Izobel either? Well anyway...
Eleven o clock on the dot Amanda and Charlotte arrive at
exactly the same time. It’s weird, as I buzz them in I don’t
realize that they are both here to view, as they were chatting
together so easily I just assumed that Amanda had brought a
friend with her to view the flat. Once I realize that no, Amanda
has not brought a friend, but has in fact met Charlotte at the door,
it dawns on me that it isn’t just me who would have to get on
with the flatmates—it is the other flatmates also that need to get
on with each other.
Oh I do hope they don’t become best buddies and shut me
out. It’ll be year six all over again. I shudder at the memories of
being friends with the two popular girls who let me play with
them, but when it came to pairing up for PE or the coach journey
to the swimming pool, little ol’ me was left out in the cold. I was
the odd number, the unwanted, who ended up next to a boy or
the stupid kid who dribbled.
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Snapping myself out of my reverie, I pull my mind back to
the flat and Amanda and Charlotte.
“Hi, I’m Hayley. I’ll show you around then we can sit and
have a chat. Does that sound ok?”
“Fab,” chirped Charlotte, her blonde tresses falling over her
page-three boobs.
“As you can see,” I say, sweeping my arm behind me,
turning to follow it, “this is the living room, with the kitchen
leading off over there. My bedroom is at the front of the house
and if you just follow me, I will show you the other two
bedrooms and the bathroom.” Walking down two little carpeted
steps I push the bathroom door open so they can see the black
and white tiled floor and walls, with a white bathroom suite, and
oversized mirror. Backtracking slightly and practically standing
on Amanda’s toes, I let them lead in to the bedrooms, with
Amanda taking the door to the left and Charlotte the door to the
right. They both gasp on entering and in unison squeal. “How
spacious, it’s deceptive.” At that point they then both poke their
heads back out of the respective bedrooms and smile at each
other. I am standing dumbstruck, thinking, “How freaky; they’re
like twins,” followed by, “Dammit, it is year six for sure.”
“Hayley, I know this is forward, but I absolutely adore the
flat, and would love to move in ASAP. How does that sound?”
Amanda’s voice was forceful, but polite; her face wide with a
smile as she spoke.
“Me to,” piped in Charlotte with her Geordie accent. “The
room is lovely, man, so is the rest of the flat, and I think we
would all get on great!”
Smiling from the inside out, I glance to the ceiling and wink
at… well the coving if I am honest, but looking beyond that, I
wink at the heavens. “Thank you for making this so easy on me
God. I know I haven’t been the greatest of creations and I do
tend to screw up… a lot, actually, probably more than most, but I
am learning…”
“Do you know, I had planned a rigorous interview process
and I was going to require references and say I would get back to
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you, etc., but you girls just seem to… to fit. I think this will be a
great adventure.” I say.
******
After a hard week at work, and many excited emails thrown
back and forth between myself, Amanda and Charlotte, the day
has arrived for them to move in. To be honest, the third month’s
rent is due shortly and both their contributions are to be greatly
appreciated as I am only an inch away from clearing out what
little savings I have.
After deciding to leave Josh three months back, I quite
literally just left—within a week, in fact. I didn’t bother to take
half of anything. You see, in my rush to clear my life of what I
discovered was making me miserable, I lost all rational thinking
and just moved out, taking only my personal possessions with
me. I have been back since, whilst he was at work (before he
demanded the key back, of course) and gathered up photos and
my favourite paintings and other household décor, to which he
reacted by changing the locks; thus not needing me to return the
key, which incidentally, I had posted through the door after
leaving the second time, but the plonker didn’t see it and spent
£300 getting the locks changed by an emergency locksmith. Hee
Hee Hee!
Amanda arrived first, along with two removal men. The men
expertly carried in all of her luggage, three suitcases (Louis
Vuitton), two large double wardrobes, a vintage wrought iron
bed with deluxe mattress, several under-bed wicker baskets, a
fifteen drawer chest of drawers, which is just short of the
wardrobe’s height and more boxes than I could possibly
comprehend. In short, not even half her stuff fits in her room, it’s
been left trailing out into the living room. How on earth will
Charlotte get in? Luckily the rooms are large and once the
removal guys shifted the wardrobes and bed into place, the boxes
quite quickly disappeared into her room as she unpacked. Plants,
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cosmetics, mirrors, paintings, lamps—my goodness this girl has
some belongings!
Watching them, I realize I should be helping, but having
recently had my nails tipped I refuse to do any sort of manual
labour as I don’t want to break them—besides they are getting
paid. I make my way to the kitchen and contribute in a way I
know wont break any nails and make tea, green tea obviously, as
apparently I read it speeds up your metabolism. No wonder the
Chinese people are so tiny. Needless to say I am drinking ten
cups a day.
The removal guys don’t seem too keen and consequently
don’t hang around long after the furniture is in, muttering
something about getting real grub down the road. Ungrateful!
Over a cup of green tea Amanda tells me that she is a
fashion buyer for Gucci. She buys the next season’s stock and
liaises with the top designers for their opinion, etc; hence the
Louis suitcases and the need for two wardrobes, a mammoth
chest of drawers and further under-bed storage. She is clothes,
accessories, and designer crazy, and also Gucci gives her a fifty
percent discount on all their stock, as do most other designers.
What luck! I will have to ask if she gets a friend’s discount, as I
do love a little bit of Gucci. Well actually I have never owned
any Gucci, but reckon I would love it.
As if on cue, with our conversation winding down, Charlotte
bursts through the open door, swaying from side to side
balancing a black bag over her shoulder and a suitcase in the
other hand. She has her handbag hanging from her mouth, whilst
trying to say something.
“Maw en mati mun, maw en mati,” she repeats before letting
her bag drop from her mouth. “More in taxi man… outside,
meter running, help us,” she declared.
I jumped straight to it and dashing down the stairs collect
two more black bags and a duffel bag. Charlotte appears, pays
the taxi and grabbing the duffel, we walk in together.
“I don’t have any furniture like, have you got the Internet?
I’ll order some,” Charlotte waffled at a hundred miles an hour.
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“Yep I do, let’s have a cuppa and we will sort that for you.
Amanda’s here by the way, she’s just settling in,” I add.
I have already briefly introduced Amanda to you, Gucci Girl
extraordinaire so it’s time for Charlotte’s introduction. She
moved to London from Newcastle four weeks ago after sending a
topless photo of herself to the newspaper, The Sun. They were
running a competition, which she won and now has a two-year
contract with them, so after arriving and staying in a hostel, she
has secured lodgings with moi. Hence I guess the need to buy a
little furniture.
“What will you sleep on tonight?”
“Why I man, don’t worry about me man; I’ll kip on me
camp bed till me furniture arrives like.” Giggling she clutches
my hand, “I am so excited, man, I can’t believe I’m living in
London!”
All in all, as I reflect, my housemates seem to be pretty good
choices, looking at this objectively. Amanda works for Gucci, so
I am assuming like I said earlier, that some sort of discount could
be going on there, with perhaps some famous friends; discounts
on other lines like, Fendi, Sisley, D&G, possibly even the odd
fashion show tickets—here’s hoping. And then there is Charlotte,
who, what with winning the newspaper’s topless model
competition, should be invited to many a celebrity party, and
soon have some friends in the right places for nights out,
clubbing, restaurant tables and possibly even access to dates with
footballers for herself and friends, I should imagine. A smile
spreads across my face. Now that’s a whole new type of living.
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